1. Read General Rules & Regulations.
2. Only articles to be judged may be included in the exhibit.
3. Exhibitors are limited to only two (2) entries per class.
4. An entry card must be attached to the exhibit with safety pins, tape or string.
5. Include an explanation of the project (plans, design, concept) in a plastic sleeve and attach to exhibit or paper clip to entry tag.
6. Educational Exhibits in Home Environment division can be a poster, notebook, or display showing and describing something learned, a project activity done, a community service program, etc. Should relate to things done in the project in which member is enrolled. Educational Exhibits may include swatches, colors, stories, photographs, and project records which detail what was accomplished this year with a given indication of long-term plans. Please see Notebooks, Posters & Self Determined Department for classes.

AWARDS:
Overall Grand Champion Home Environment Trophy -
Sponsored by Shawn & Amy Collins - St. John, KS

CLASS
420001 - Single Exhibit - An article made by the 4-H'er for the home. Include explanation of how it was made, refinished, cost, pictures, pattern, etc. Describe how it fits into the color and design scheme of the room. Explanation will be considered in total score.

420102 - Piece of repaired and refinished furniture (Attach story to article explaining in full the repairs that were made. This class is open to those who have met the requirements of either woodwork or home improvement projects.) In judging woodwork articles, consideration will be given to usefulness, design, workmanship, choice of wood, and suitability and quality of finish.

*Notebook, Poster, Educational Display*- Any Individual Project